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  To whom it may concern 
 
Reference letter for Easy Conferences 
 
I had the pleasure of collaborating with Mr. Petros Stratis and his staff of Easy Conferences for 
organizing the joint conferences CONCUR, IFIP-TCS and TGC, together with their affiliated 
workshops, that took place in Rome, from September 1st to 6th, 2014. The event was extremely 
successful: all the participants highly appreciated the local organization and repeatedly thanked for all 
the arrangements. Following this experience, I collaborated with the company also for organizing the 
conference ICALP in July 2016, always in Rome. Also this event, that is the annual meeting of the 
European Association for Theoretical Computer Science, was a great success and all the hundreds of 
participants were very happy of the overall organization. 
 
All the company is extremely professional, in the sense that they never put on me any charge that was 
not strictly necessary. For example, they produced and handled the website and the conference 
booklet almost without my inputs; I only needed to provide the very last scientific details that, of 
course, they could not produce without my control. The preliminary budget was very accurate and it 
turned out to almost coincide with the final one, thus totally fulfilling all the expectations we planned. 
 
For all these reasons, I will appoint EasyConferences to organize a joint event that will take place at 
the end of June 2021, always in Rome. The event will include 4 conferences (LICS, ICTCS, CSIT and 
ITP), together with their affiliated workshops. The overall attendance will be around 400 people and 
I’m sure that also in this case Mr. Stratis and his collaborators will do an excellent job, that we already 
started in these days (website and preliminary budget). 
 
Best regards 
 
 
 


